A game by Attila Szőgyi
for 2-5 players
ages 12 and up

promo cards
•Both give you some points when you buy them.
•Both count as a wild icon (amphore, sword or lion) both in the base game
and in the advanced game.
•If you are able to collect both from this set, you get 1 coin and a chance
to anytime reset an already used card with area influence icon. That
reseted card can be used again to increase your area infuence on the
action. If you used this set bonus, rotate these cards from
the set by 90 degrees.

•Both give you some points when you buy them.
•Both count as a wild icon (amphore, sword, lion) both in the base game
and in the advanced game.
•If you are able to collect both cards from the set, you get a chance to
anytime relocate an already used worker to a different action location. The
relocated worker count as a regular action, so with this, you get a chance to
have 6 actions in that round. If you used this set bonus, rotate these cards
from the set by 90 degrees.

advanced game.

At the end of the game, you get
1 point for each pair of golds.
If you activate it, your
worker’s value can be ±1 on the
action location. In
the case of tie, you always win.
It also counts as a wild icon
(amphora, sword or lion) both
in the base game and in the

Only usable with the Imperator expansion!

At the end of the game, you get
1 point for each Consul card.
If you activate it, you can
choose to use the
action for gaining resources
instead of increasing your political
influence. On each space you
passed over while moving, you
get the indicated basic resource,
surplus or money. If you choose to use this ability,
you cannot increase your political influence when
you pass a space with a political influence icon.

Only usable with the Consul expansion!

At the end of the game, you get
4 points for each card set with the
indicated card types.
If you activate it, you get
rewards instantly too from the
reward tile on the
action location. If you use this
bonus, when someone takes over
that area, you have to put your
worker next to the reward tile and you don’t get back
your marker until the next round. At the end of the
current round you don’t get reward.

Only usable with the Imperator expansion!

At the end of the game, choose
an area and gain the same
number of points as the brown
influence marker’s level.
If you activate it for buying
cards at the
action
location, you can replace 2 basic
resources or surplus per gold
instead of 1.

Only usable with the Consul expansion!
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